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Searching for Vadú

By Tiffani McGainey

O
n Saturday, the body of Vadú and his friend are finally
recovered, not far from the crash site. You can feel the

sense of relief and closure for the town as the emergency
boats return to shore with each body. I believe the emergency workers are the most relieved of all. The recovery
comes just one day after an official announcement to call
off the search was made public. As his lifeless body enters
the ambulance for the hospital, I am a bit disappointed that
it has been found. Vadú was the kind of person who was a
part of the world, so it seems like an insult to his memory
that his final resting place would be a box.

As we sit down to eat, we hear a ring, and Carmelita

answers her annoying cell phone. “Hello, how are you?
I’m good!” The greetings pass and the conversation on the
phone continues. “Oh, you leave for Praia tomorrow? I
would love to join you for drinks, but I have a lot of work
to do with this cyber café. I will catch you next time!”
After rapidly finishing our dinner, we move outside and
wait for David to arrive with the car to take us back to
Ponta do Sol. David returns to Paul in a panic. “Carmelita,
there has been an accident on the road to Ponta do Sol.”
Carmelita learns that it was Vadú in the car, and as the facts
about the accident slowly come to the surface, she begins to
realize how short life can be: she had just turned down his
offer for drinks less than an hour ago.
For the next few days after the accident, the town of Ponta
do Sol is just the shell of its former self, a virtual ghost
town. Ponta do Sol had been a perfect example of a community as a living organism. The streets had been filled
with people drinking, walking around, and having a good
time. After the accident, you can see the sorrow in the eyes
of the people walking the streets, all saying a silent prayer
for the two fallen men and their families as Radio Santo
Antão plays the audible legacy of Vadú. The Cape Verdean
“grapevine” also begins to race with with rumors of Vadú’s
mother taking ill at hearing the news of her son’s passing.
As I listen to the euphonious melody and his soothing
voice, I am reminded of the better times. How I will miss
the smile of my friend, the one that would brighten anyone’s day... his grin that would let you know what the good
times are, and his voice that could bridge the gap of timeless Cape Verdean music.

The funerals for both men are held the next day, and we
can hear the cars rolling through the streets. Cars from all
around enter “the farthest point west” leaving the town
with no entry or retreat for about two hours. The flow of
people walking reminds many of tragedies past. The beauty
of Santo Antão has written many tragedies for the history
books as well as for the nation. As people talk about the accident and what could have been done to prevent it, I wonder if any change will come from his death. I really hope it
does. Many people have lost their lives the same way, and
many are rapidly forgotten by the status quo, which makes
me think about their families and what it must be like to
relive the deaths of their loved ones again.
A few weeks later, I see Vadú’s widow at the Shell station
in Povoacão and I almost don’t recognize her. During her
happier days, her smile was equal to Vadú’s, but today it
is gone and a new shell of a person has taken her place. I
remember the days when everyone was searching for Vadú
and thinking about her – her sorrow, her anticipation, and
the devastation of the loss of her true love. I can only imagine her pain.
With the light of Vadú now extinguished, a country is left
in mourning. With our world in shock, I am reminded of
the words of Earl Spencer, the brother of Princess Diana,
on the day of her funeral. “Today is our chance to say thank
you for the way you brightened our lives, even though God
granted you but half a life. We will all feel cheated always
that you were taken from us so young and yet we must
learn to be grateful that you came along at all. Only now
that you are gone do we truly appreciate what we are now
without and we want you to know that life without you is
very, very difficult.”
We will miss you, Vadú… “Your joy for life transmitted
wherever you took your smile, and the sparkle in those

unforgettable eyes.”

Tiffani McGainey is a second year SED/IT Volunteer working at the Camara Municipal da Ribeira Grande located in Ponta do
Sol, Santo Antão. To read more about Tiffani’s experiences, you can check out her blog at mcgaineypeacecorps.blogspot.com.

Administrator: Robert Sarwark - rmsarwark@gmail.com
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Recipe: Dod na Tumbarina

By Cathryn Duffy

If

you walk past a tamarind tree (Creole
tumbarina;Portuguese tamarindo) in the
summer, you are bound to see a kid hanging off one of the branches, desperately
trying to grab as many tamarinds as he can.
Children walk around with their pockets
and backpacks filled with this odd looking,
brown, bitter fruit. I had my doubts about
all the craze, but if a kid is going to risk
breaking a leg to climb up a tree so that he
can get this thing… it has to be good. And
it is. Although eating tamarinds requires a
bit of work, it is well worth the effort, and
the fruit also makes a delicious sauce.
Finding Tumbarina:
If you are unable to bribe a kid to give you
some of his stash (I write out math problems in exchange... somehow they haven’t
figured out that I am giving them work!),
most market places sell tamarinds around
the end of the summer when they are ripe.
Although after the summer it is more difficult to find the actual fruit, you can ask
around if anyone has the pulp, which is
used to make ponche de tumbarina. (If you
find the pulp you can skip step one.)

Preparation:
1. Make the tamarind pulp: Remove pulp and seeds
from the shell (about 30 tamarind pods). If you are
having trouble getting the tamarind pulp out of the
pods, put them in water and cook until they soften.
2. Put the chicken in a bowl with about 2 cups of vinegar, salt and pepper, and let sit for about an hour.
You can do this while the chicken is defrosting.
3. Make the tamarind sauce: on the stove top, heat
sugar and ½ cup vinegar over medium heat. Stir occasionally. After about 5 minutes turn the heat down
to low and whisk in the tamarind pulp,

Frango ao molho tamarindo
(Tamarind Chicken)
•

2 kilos Chicken (legs/thighs)

•

2 ½ cups Vinegar

•

½ cup Brown (or white) sugar

•

3/4 cup Tamarind pulp

•

3 cloves Garlic

•

½ tablespoon Worcestershire sauce

4. Worcestershire sauce and garlic cloves. Cook for 15
minutes until the sauce thickens. Turn off heat and
let the sauce thicken (it should be able to coat the
back of a spoon).
5. Place the chicken in a pan, coat with the tamarind
sauce (leave some to baste the chicken), and put in
the oven (300°C). After about 20 minutes, baste the
chicken with the extra tamarind sauce. Bake until it
is cooked through (30 minutes).
Serve with rice and sprinkle with cilantro.

Cathryn Duffy is a second year small enterprise development volunteer in Mindelo.
You can read more about her work at cathrynincapeverde.blogspot.com.
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Editor: Chase DuBois - carchase@gmail.com

Oh, Oh, It’s Magic...
You Know.

By Jon Berg

In true Peace Corps fashion, what happens at Carnaval…

seems to spread across Cape Verde like a puff of glitter or
decorative feather caught in the gale force winds that we
have all become accustomed to. No worries, right? We’re
all family, and what average family doesn’t share stories?
This year, those of us who travelled to the Isle of Man for
Carnaval were graciously hosted by who I now refer to
as the Glitter Boys of São Nicolau. If you weren’t able to
attend what I would consider the experience of a lifetime,
keep in mind that this article can only attempt to capture the
essence of an untamable force. If you were there, remember
our pact: delete your photos and deny everything. Just kidding… post those photos on Facebook ASAP!
My adventure began about one week after SED IST, and
by adventure, I mean the hours spent trying to reserve what
seemed to be the last two seats available on a flight or ferry
to São Nicolau. With the ferry broken and nearly every
flight sold-out, I’m not sure whether it was my multiple
follow-up visits or the near nervous breakdown I had when
I thought about my Carnaval costume going to waste, but at
the last minute somehow I was able to secure a ticket. Only
days later, Elyse and I were boarding our flight, with little
more than an iPod loaded with funaná songs and a bag full
of assorted glitter.
If you haven’t had the chance to visit São Nicolau during
Carnaval, prepare yourself for a flight that will leave the
entire cabin clapping as your plane comes to a stop on the
runway. During the turbulence I tried to imagine our flight
was a well-maintained ride in a theme park, which made
the possibility of our impending death seem less alarming-feel free to give it a try sometime! Exiting through the oneroom airport was the climactic end to our trip: a labyrinth
of passengers, duct-taped coolers filled with what I can
only assume was tuna, and suitcases so large a burro would
have trouble carrying them.
Brendan greeted us at the airport and gave us a whirlwind
tour, ending in a nap at Nelson and Brett’s apartment in
Ribeira Brava. Luckily, this was where our Carnaval celebration would take place, and naps, whether faux or real,
would be a necessity. For those of you who don’t know,
faux naps occur when everyone is trying to nap, but there is
too much excitement to actually sleep. These types of naps
often turn into dance parties.
Elyse and I spent a few days exploring the interior of the
island. We hiked throughout the park at Monte Gordo,
enjoyed its breathtaking views, travelled to Tarrafal, swam
with bright

blue bioluminescent shrimp at Baixo Roche, and learned to
spear fish with some local fishermen. Throughout it all, we
basked in the constant afterglow of the pre-Carnaval friendship orgy that we constantly found ourselves immersed in.

By Saturday morning, most of us were tired of finding

sand in all the wrong places. Luckily, it was already time
to head inland where the Carnaval festivities were beginning to gain momentum. Unlike other islands, São Nicolau
celebrates Carnaval for three nights: Saturday, Sunday, and
Tuesday. Why not Monday, you ask? Well, everyone needs
at least one day of rest… don’t get crazy! By Saturday,
almost everyone had arrived, and the S.N. Boys were all in
Martha Stewart mode. Chase baked half a dozen apple pies,
Joe literally arranged for buckets of food to be prepared,
and Nelson and Brett turned their apartment into what you
could equate to one large bed (because most of us like to
cuddle).
Just before midnight the magic began as our group rallied
for the first night of Carnaval. A spin of the iPod dial and
Nelson’s living room transformed from our sleeping cubby
to a bustling epicenter of last-minute hysterics, with everyone preparing for the upcoming craziness. Costumes had to
be created for those not in the parade and, of course, glitter
needed to be applied to all. A novice may have the mistaken
impression that the application of glitter involves little
skill, but, in actuality, it requires the dexterity of an artist,
the flexibility of a dancer, and a surgeon’s precision when
applying the tireless amounts of layering. Shortly after a
pre-festa photo shoot, we rushed into the streets to meet the

Formatter: Tiffani McGainey - tiffani.mcgainey@gmail.com
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madness of the first night of Carnaval… only to be greeted,
instead, by disappointment at learning that our parade costumes were not yet completed. As with everything that happens in Cape Verde, patience is key, and those of us in the
parade used this time to practice our choreographed dance
routine. That’s right, we developed what most critics would
consider a riveting and highly technical dance number to
perform throughout the parade, based on the ocean theme
and including steps from Beyoncé’s hit “Single Ladies.”

A
fter three-and-a-half hours spent perfecting our dance
routine and wandering the streets costume-less, we finally

received the much sought after attire and were dressed in
full regalia by the time Carnaval began, just before 4:00
AM. And what a beginning! Imagine two parades, each
representing competing teams (Strela vs. Copa Cobana),
dancing into the square from opposite sides of town with
their own accompanying theme music. The music was so
catchy that we caught ourselves singing what we could
only guess the words to be. Each parade was filled with
hundreds of dancers in sequined outfits layered with feathers, foil, mirrors, elaborate head dresses and chest plates
in multiple styles and colors. As the dancers sashayed
through the streets, they surrounded a towering float carrying the King and Queen, making it apparent that royalty
was, indeed, present. The streets surrounding the parade

were packed with enthusiastic crowds constantly offering
shots of grogue and ponche to those dancing in the parade.
Although being in the midst of the parade might’ve caused
some to worry about it all passing us by too quickly, as it
turns out there was no need to fret. We stopped on multiple
occasions while the electrical elements on the float were
repaired or when receiving assistance clearing the utility
lines hanging all too low in the streets, but in spite of the
unexpected stops, the dancing continued in the streets.
Grand as it was, however, the dancing throughout the parade seemed mute compared to the explosion that occurred
in the square when both teams met in a flurry of flashes
and fireworks. Once both parades entered the square, any
semblance of organization disappeared and a dance party
continued into the early morning. Oftentimes we didn’t
know or care who we were dancing with; we knew we were
having a fantastic time celebrating Carnaval with some of
the friendliest people we could meet. Just when we felt like
we could hardly stand any more, let alone walk up the hill
to the house, we knew it was time to head to the after-party!
Multiply this by three, adding more people and multiple
layers of glitter each night, and you still have had only a
glimpse into the magic of a Peace Corps Carnaval in São
Nicolau.

Jon Berg is a first-year small enterprise development volunteer in Praia. You
can read more about his work at fromislandtoisland.blogspot.com.

peacecorpsprojects.org
I write to share with you a website I
recently built, www.peacecorpsprojects.
org.

By Brian Newhouse
can comment, rate, and share your project/
article
link. Volunteers can attach Word or Excel documents or include external links if
you’ve already posted information elsewhere (like peacecorps.org.cv). If you are
awaiting funding for your PCPP project,
you can post the donation link and this site
will direct users to the PCPP donation site.

Throughout my service, I felt many of us
were doing good, important work but had
no central place to share this information. A few years back, Cape Verde PCVs
Leland, Mike, and Dave built peacecorps.
org.cv, which is awesome. However, it is
limited to just Peace Corps/Cape Verde.
I’ve spent the last few months designing and programming (I outsourced it) this website to reach a
more universal audience.
Think of this as the YouTube of Peace Corps Volunteers’ projects/newsletter articles. It is designed to
allow you to share your work – for pride, donations,
or because you think other people could benefit
from reading about what you are doing. Once
Volunteers post project/article information, users

I’m pitching this to people in PC Washington to see if they will ease up on policy and embrace
the greatness of user-generated Internet content. So,
if you’re a Volunteer, past or present, I’m asking
you to create an account and upload an article or
project you were/are proud of.
The site is quite bare now; it is only about a month
old. I’m hoping you all will create some initial data
and help show these old school bureaucrats how we
got game.

Brian Newhouse completed his volunteer service in Cape Verde in 2009. You can read more
about his experience on his blog at www.globetrottr.com.
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Assistant Administrator: Kellie Cahill - ellek2@gmail.com

Site Spotlight

Praia, nha cidade

T

he first four days we spent in Madre Teresa
were enough to terrify me. You see, from the moment I

received my invitation, I knew that, as a Teacher Trainer,
I’d be living in either Praia or Mindelo. There would be
no fora for me, no possibility of the small-town-whereeveryone’s-your-friend, no fetching water from the well,
no lush greenery or mountaintop homes or one-room
palaces. No txigas. I would live in an apartment, I would
have running water, and I would be living in either the
most dangerous city in Cape Verde, or the second most
dangerous city in Cape Verde. Period.
During those first four days in Madre Teresa, Peace
Corps staff did an excellent job letting us know just how
dangerous these cities can be. In fact, in my first interview, when Neusa and Yonis asked me what my biggest
concerns are, I believe I responded with “I don’t wanna
live in Praia cuz’v all the scary things y’all’ve said
about it.” Eloquently stated, I know. As a result, every
time I came within sight distance of Yonis, he’d pull me
aside to tell me that
“Everything is going
to be alright, trust me.
You are going to like it
here.”—a speech I’m
certain all ED volunteers heard at least once
during Yonis’s reign.

By Misty Lassiter

volunteer. My tour guide: Rob, a TEFL/TT hybrid who
plays a mean guitar and walks faster than anyone I’ve
ever met in my life. What demystification (and, I suppose, Rob) succeeded in doing was to show me that real
human beings actually live in Praia and maintain relatively happy, safe lives. By the end of the weekend, I was
able to find my way around Achada Santo Antonio, the
zone where I’d be living, and, more importantly, I felt
comfortable walking around on my own. While I wasn’t
certain that I could be happy here, I finally felt the truth
of Yonis’s words: Everything is going to be alright.

W
hen I moved to site, Praia’s label as “Cape Verde’s
most dangerous city” remained firmly attached, making

it difficult to think of this place as any kind of real home.
But during demystification I had realized that there are
basically three rules I had to follow in order to remain
safe here: don’t be loud, don’t carry expensive things,
and don’t be stupid. Abiding by these three rules got
me through the first month at site, so that the following
months could help me to truly understand the beauty of
this place.
After that first month, I
began to venture out on
my own. I discovered
chwarma, that magical
wrap filled with meaty,
batata frita, special-sauce
goodness (priced at a reasonable 190$00CVE if you buy
from Marcony’s). I discovered that if I walk around at
certain times of day, I can hear the church choirs, the
strength of their devotion and the love in their voices
seeping out into the streets, providing comfort and, I’m
certain, some level of faith to even the most devout Atheist. I discovered that even though it isn’t customary to
greet people on the streets, a simple Bom dia and a smile
every now and then is often met with surprise and kind
reciprocation. Walking along the water by Cebra Canela,
the waves coming to shore sound an awful lot like the
waves on the Gulf coast of Texas, and, as my southern
daddy would say, y’can’t beat them sunsets.

Yes, Praia and I are a good
fit for each other.

Early on in PST, it became very clear to me that Praia
would be my city, and I struggled to come to terms with
that reality. I was encouraged to focus on the good instead of the bad: free internet at the PC office, swimming
at the Embassy pool, large supermarkets that are open
seven days a week, convenience. Still, it was difficult
to get past the thought that I’d be spending the next two
years in a place where I can’t even walk down the stairs
without fear of being kasubodied, or where ¾ of the city
is made up of zones too dangerous to travel through even
during the day.
But by the time PST came to an end, after I’d heard
Yonis’s speech around 25 times, I had grown comfortable with the idea that the big scary capital city wasn’t
going to be a terrible place to live, and I wouldn’t be
eaten alive so long as I kept my head on straight. The big
change occurred during demystification, that mystical
four-day weekend wherein the umbilical cord is finally
cut and we trainees get to stumble on out into the real
world—aided, of course, by the older, wiser second-year
Assistant Editor: Misty Lassiter - mistyrae@gmail.com

On Plateau I found Europe at Café Sofía and Wal-Mart
at Comercio Moderno Chinatown, the best little Chinese
loja this side of the Sotavento; I found movie night under
the stars at Voz di Povu, and at the National Auditorium
I heard a Malagasy singer whose every song broke my
heart. There’ve been pool days and dinner-party nights;
I’ve travelled the back way from Plateau down to Sucupira, where the clothes are stacked on either side of the
path and sheets are hung overhead like tents, making the
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sidewalk colorful. I’ve sat on rooftops looking at the stars,
perhaps not as clear or beautiful as they appear at other
sites, but breathtaking nonetheless. I’ve spent bad days
walking around this city without being bothered, discovering the comfort of anonymity, a luxury offered to very
few PCVs.
While I don’t have the sense of community that most
PCVs have in their smaller villages, I do have the opportunity to create that community within my classroom.
And my students have given me so much more than I
could ever deserve. They’ve invited me to lunch, invited
me into their homes, invited me to Cockpit, danced with
me, ridiculed my musical taste, laughed at my still-awful
Kriolu, and taught me about themselves and their culture.
They’ve become my family and my home, and in them I
have found safety.

O
f course there are the scary stories…when a friend
casually points out that the corner you’re passing is the

place where she was first kasubodied…when the coordinator of my department tells me it’s not a good idea
to wear a necklace to my night class because a fellow
professor was kasubodied and beaten up 10 yards outside
of the UniCV gates just after dark. And sometimes there
are scary moments…when I’m walking home from getting chwarma and realize that the car next to me has been
slowly following me the entire way, the driver gazing at
me menacingly…when I hear someone running behind
me. But I’ve learned that it’s okay to be afraid sometimes,
because that fear keeps me vigilant. And it’s okay to feel
safe sometimes, because that sense of safety means I’m
home.

Yes, Praia and I are a good fit for each other. When I
arrived in Boston for training, and, indeed, throughout
our time in Madre Teresa and PST, I didn’t warm up to
anyone. I kept to myself and didn’t make any real attempt
to get to know anyone. I’ve always considered myself the
kind of girl you have to get to know to love, and slowly,
I’m realizing how true that is of Praia as well. We have a
lot in common, my city and I. On the outside, it doesn’t
look like much. Slightly dirty, a little disheveled, certainly rough around the edges, still developing, and not
the slightest bit welcoming upon first introduction. The
quiet mystery and seemingly unknowable depth that exists in Praia can be frightening. But the simple fact is that
she will never open herself up to you unless you make a
conscious effort. You have to roam her streets, be patient
with her idiosyncrasies, overlook her faults (no one and
nothing in this world is perfect), and endure. Yes, there
is ugliness and danger here, but those things exist in the
best of us. She won’t beg forgiveness any more than she’ll
beg for your friendship. But in her you’ll discover all the
wonderfully ordinary things that add up to create something extraordinary: Christmas lights and nativity scenes,
drumming in the praça, art, music, txiga, dancing, family. Praia has become my loyal friend; I know her bumpy
roads, her windy temperament, and have come to love her
imperfections. So next time you’re here and all you can
see is trash, all you can feel is the fear of being kasubodied, remember that this place is just someone you haven’t
gotten to know yet; what you fear in her is, perhaps, her
way of keeping you safe; and what you think of as ugly is
just an eccentricity you haven’t come to love yet. Give her
a chance, endure, and I promise she’ll surprise you.

Misty Lassiter is a first-year education (TT) volunteer at Uni-CV in Praia. You can read more about her
urban adventures at mistyalltogether.blogspot.com/.

Two Poems
Untitled
Fladu fla
Fla fla
Blah blah
N ka ta.

By Daniel J. Henderson

For Elyse
(or SED IST in 21 syllables)
Dam water is good
Dam water is cold
Dam water wherever
Dam water is sold

Dan Henderson is the author of such hits as “Can I reserve my right to be negative?” and “You know I
don’t speak Kriolu.” He lives and works in Calheta with his wife, Gretchen, herself the author of such
hits as “Nothing says professional like notebook paper with the edges cut off.”
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Assistant Formatter: Josh Lustig - jlustig2@gmail.com

Kick It!
T
he change came during my second year, after visiting some friends on another island and seeing how their
lives and relationships were different from my own.
I saw some things I agreed with and disagreed with,
which caused me to take a step back from my own life
and evaluate how I, myself, had been living. Everyone
has their own life, and while it is not our job to judge
what is right or wrong, we can learn from each other.
There was nothing wrong with my lifestyle in Cachaço,
I decided, but I realized that I had, for some reason,
maintained some small distance between myself, my
home, and the others in my small village. I told myself:
screw all that! To hell with fear and personal space; I
am here and this is my home and they are my family,
and I am going to chuck myself into this and let go.
This was the change I wanted.
Life had been good in town, and I had a lot of good
friends, a routine, decent language skills, and had been
having a blast. But with this decision I told myself that
none of this was enough. I made many changes, including opening myself up to my neighbors and limiting
my personal space as much
as I could. I did it all. I found
myself visiting the homes of
different neighbors EVERY
DAY and hanging out with
them more than ever before.
I became almost like a transient, going from house to
house and experiencing everything I could. I was learning and teaching at a whole different level.

By Nate Lee

had to do with my old life, the life I did not have at the
moment. I was making 100% of everything I had in the
moment.
What I had originally considered as just “the extra year
I was planning to do here” changed into a continuation
of my life and exactly what I wanted. I was in love with
this life, this culture, this language, this cuisine, these
people, these islands, my work, my coworkers. I was
home. This was home, and my life began to change as
I tried to make the most of it. I was in the zone. Peace
Corps was no longer my life. HA! My life was my
own, work was my work, my social life was my social
life, and Peace Corps was simply what got me here and
aided me. Peace Corps may have helped me get to this
point, but this is my life and I decided to take responsibility for it and not defer it to a third party.
I decided not to use “I’m a volunteer” or “I’m only here
for two years so…” as excuses for a lack of cultural
understanding, language abilities, or contentment in my
new home. I adapted, and that decision was one of the
best I have ever made – but it
was not easy.

I didn’t miss America; this
was my home now...

My language began to improve greatly. Words and idioms that, before, were just odd sayings or things I recognized in passing became part of my vocabulary. The
food that, before, was just OK, was now what I craved.
I started to haunt the places where, before, I felt uncomfortable because of my own reservations. The people I
never connected to or understood before became part of
my inner circle. I was completely content. I had let go. I
began to live!
At this point, I no longer had those mixed feelings that
PCVs write about so often. I didn’t miss America; this
was my home now, and I had no longing for some other
place; I didn’t miss any American luxuries or even
speaking my own language. Almost all of my frustrations disappeared. I was no longer a PCV living abroad
for two years waiting to finish his service and then go
home. I was now living at home, living my life. I was
not holding back. Nor was I only making plans that

Now I am continuing my life
on another island at a new
job. Things are altogether
different now. I left the small
town for the big city. I left a community development
position for a English-teaching position. I had to start
over completely.

Ibeenhaveeasier
to say that a continuation of my life would have
if I had stayed in the same place. I wouldn’t

have had to leave everything behind, most importantly
friends and family, but also my home. Over the last two
years I had acquired so much, including my credibility at work; I had shown my potential and proven my
ethics. I had also collected material things that I don’t
have the money to acquire again new. Then there were
the things that I could no longer do: open the door and
let my dog run out in the morning; run for hours on
backcountry trails; grow food in the garden behind my
house; visit the bar/restaurant behind my house where I
was part of the gang; walk to work; wake up shrouded
in fog; walk for ever in pitch darkness with friends
along small trails through the fields to get to a party;
buy fresh meat, milk, eggs from neighbors; lay in the
hammock and stare at the façade of Monte Gordo in the
evening…I had let it all go.
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The move was a huge change, and an even larger challenge. But now I live like I would in America; I feel
that I have passed many of those emotional ups and
downs that came the first year or two. I have a bus pass.
I belong to a gym. I cook good meals. I socialize with
friends and colleagues. I am dating someone. I go to
work. I have the small talk down. I have become more
efficient and confident at my work.
So yeah, sometimes I still have problems living here in
Cape Verde. Shit, we all do. Sometimes I think about (or
miss) a thing or two that I lack, and when I feel that loss,
I feel it sharply, but this is rarely. I think if I had been
missing these things or longing for them over the entirety
of the last two years and into this third year as well, the

sharp pain of longing for something somewhere else
would be unbearable.
A third year can be amazing, but I think it’s for those
who have really become connected to what is here and
are making the most of what they have. It’s not so much
for those who are still attached to something somewhere
else or unattached to where they are. A third year is for
those who are as happy as can be and cannot imagine
living anywhere else. It’s for those who have not thought
about coming up for air. It’s for those who have made a
life of their own here.
Oh, yeah, and I guess you should also have some work to
do and enjoy doing it. But don’t forget to KICK IT!

Nate Lee is a third-year SED volunteer now teaching English for specific purposes to staff at Uni-CV
near Mindelo, São Vicente. When he’s not “kickin’ it”, you can usually find him simultaneously jogging
and pondering life’s mysteries.

Beneath the Mosquito Net
This issue:
D Jan Visaya, São Francisco, Santiago
What is the best avant garde meal
you’ve cooked in Cape Verde?
Cook?! We have to do that?
Worst pick-up line you’ve heard?
Whose beautiful mouth is this?
Tell me about one project you’d
like to do that would probably fail.
Cape Verdean Space Program. Using
Santa Luzia as the launch zone.
What is the best conversation you’ve had in Kriolu?
I was finally able to order a dish that was not on the
menu at a Chinese restaurant in Praia.

With Josh Lustig
ing home early or staying to make the most of the ten
minutes we had. I thought they’d choose the former,
but to my surprise they wanted me to stay and teach. I
forced them to leave. As I said goodbye to the last student a tear trickled down my cheek…a single tear.
Why did you join the Peace Corps? (I mean the real
reason.)
I enjoy helping people.
Vimto or Guarana?
Strela EGO
If you had a day where everyone in your zone understood everything you said, what would you tell
them?
I’d teach them how to do SWOT analysis.

What activities do you do here that you never
thought you’d do for fun?
I hang out with PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEERS.

What is your worst ‘lost-in-translation’ moment here
in Cape Verde?
One day my neighbor came up to me and we were having a discussion about teaching English. The following
day he comes to my house with a CD and body lotion
for women. I have used the lotion and find its fragrance
quite lovely. I popped the CD in my computer and discovered that it was audio lessons on learning English.
Maybe he thought I needed to learn English…

Best story involving children.
A teacher before me needed to use some of my class
time and left me with only ten minutes to teach the last
class session of the day. When it came time to teach
those ten minutes, I gave the students the option of go-

If you had to give superlatives to other volunteers,
who would win the following:
Best Hair: Lamar Keller.
Strangest project: All TEFL.
Most popular: Barack Obama.

What song(s) describes your mood here in Cape
Verde?
TTHHEE PPAARRTTYY – Justice
Creep - Radiohead
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Girls
I never want to imagine them as
that girl staring at her feet as
her boyfriend proudly proclaims,
“She’s one of my three pikenas.”

T
here is a stoop across the street where women and girls
sit and braid each other’s hair. It looks painful, ripping a

comb through black hair, the comb emitting a sound similar
to that of a rug being beaten. But even the young girls stay
silent during this, their expressions serene, their eyes looking past the dusty street that lies before them. Sometimes
the women talk, sometimes they are silent. Sometimes they
call out to the boys that kick a half-inflated soccer ball down
the street, saying those things that mothers say: Come back
here! Don’t play so far away! Don’t play in the dirt after I
just gave you a bath!
The girls change their hair about once every two weeks.
Beaded cornrows. A tightly knit ponytail. Dozens of small
braids, falling like spider legs. Big hair, full and fluffed,
swooping like I’ve seen in black and white pictures of the
old movie stars.
The girls that live out in the country wear bandanas outside
of school. They work the fields, they fetch water, they wake
up early and sweep the house, they put breakfast on the table
and a kettle of water on the stove for a bath. I see them on
the weekends, if I travel, from the window of a crowded van,
a bucket balanced on their heads, their hands at their sides,
precision in their step. I lean out the window and shout their
names as the van zips past, and I see the warm flash of a
smile and the fragmented movement of a hand shooting up
into the air, some part of the word “Mister” (said Me-stir)
reaching my ears.
Often, at school, little seventh grade girls appear in the doorway or at the windows of my classrooms if they have a free
period. They stare at me unabashedly, their eyes wide, their
expressions a mix of curiosity and wonder. Could it be that I
am the first white person they have ever seen? No, probably
not. São Nicolau does not see as many tourists as the likes of
Sal, Boa Vista, Fogo, São Vicente, Santiago, or Santo Antão,
but it sees some. More than likely, I am one of the first white
people they have been able to observe so closely and freely.
What is it that they see? How my skin changes colors? How
I turn red after too much time spent in the sun or when a
class is too rowdy? Or is it how I manage my classes? How I
speak in Creole instead of Portuguese? How I don’t lecture?
How I explain things to the best of my ability sometimes

By Brett Slezak

to no avail? How I wander in and out of the rows of desks
speaking a strange language?
The older girls are not as shy. Last year, when I taught 9th
grade for the first time, the girls would sometimes tell me
they loved me as I was explaining new material to the class.
I’d be in the middle of teaching possessive adjectives and
someone would raise their hand and say, “Mr. Slezak, I love
you” or “Mr. Slezak, I’m crazy for you” and bat their eyes
and smile, and the class would go nuts. In those moments I
often felt that I was babysitting rather than teaching. I tried
to ignore it at first, but it continued to happen, and it really
got under my skin. Who were these girls? And where on
earth did they learn behavior like that? I went to a comparatively tame suburban high school in Illinois, and certainly,
the girls there were not raising their hands in class to make
declarations of love. I eventually set down the rule that these
were not things to be said inside the classroom and that if
you broke the rule, you were going to be kicked out of class.
That solved the problem inside the classroom, but then the
problem migrated outside of the classroom. I chose to ignore
it there too, but that usually just made them say whatever
it was they were saying louder. So I learned to just think of
them as students being students. I learned to smile and say,
“I know,” which they didn’t understand for the most part,
and which confused them into silence. I also learned that
by engaging them, by stopping and saying, “Vaneza, how
are you today? How’s school? How’s your family?” they
usually stopped saying whatever it was they were saying and
answered the questions honestly.
But the really worrisome thing (in my mind) about high
school girls telling me they love me is the following: if they
are saying these things to me, then they are probably saying
these things to other men that are ten or more years older
than them. And something tells me that most other men
won’t just smile, shake their heads, and say “I know.”

T
here is a street corner by our school where men tend to
post up and hang out, and it is not uncommon to hear them

whistle or call the girls over. It’s also not uncommon for
these men to be drunk or, at least, to have been drinking.
There are men from my neighborhood that sometimes stand
there, men that are friendly and nice and that are, all in all,
good people, but also men that I’ve overheard asking girls as
young as 8th and 9th grade the question: Why don’t you visit
me in my house?
And many, many times, both at school and outside, I’ve seen
male teachers touch female students in what I would consider to be inappropriate ways. I’ve seen a teacher run the back
of his hand slowly down a student’s face while talking to her
in a hushed voice. I’ve seen teachers put their hands on the
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hips of female students; I’ve seen them come up behind girls
on the stairs at school and hook an arm around their waists.
I’d like to think that I didn’t have reason to believe a friend
of mine when he said that one of my 9th grade students last
year had “already gotten with a number of teachers,” but really, what reason do I have not to believe him?

T
his year, for World AIDS Day, I discussed the following
story with my students:

Mary loves James. But James doesn’t love Mary. James doesn’t
love anyone except for himself. James is tall and handsome and
rides a motorcycle. James sleeps with a lot of women. He also uses
drugs. Mary knows these things, but she is in denial. She doesn’t
want to believe they are true.
One night, there is a party. Mary knows James will be there. Mary
puts on her best dress. She puts on her best make-up. She puts on
her best perfume. Mary looks GOOD. At the party, Mary doesn’t
see James. She dances with other men, but watches the door, waiting for James to enter. Finally, he arrives. But James dances with
other women. He doesn’t notice Mary. Mary is sad.
But later, James sees Mary and asks her to dance. They dance one
song. And another. And another. And another. And another. They
have this conversation:
		
James: Let’s go somewhere we can be alone.
Mary : I don’t know. It’s late. I should go home.
James: But Mary. I love you. Let’s go.
Mary : Okay.

They leave the party. James wants to have sex with Mary. Mary
wants to have sex with James. But they don’t have a condom.
Mary: James, we can’t have sex. We don’t have a condom.
James: Mary, I love you. You are the love of my life. I will not let
anything bad happen to you.
Six Months Later
Mary is pregnant and very sick. She has not seen James. She is
worried she may have HIV. She is worried about her baby.

Okay, so the story has some serious flaws, like James being
the spawn of Satan and Mary being a push-over. But let’s
forget about that for the time being. After we read and translated the story, I had the kids answer the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Who does Mary love?
Who does James love?
What happened at the party?
What happened after the party?
Was it a good idea to have sex without a condom?

I also had them write their reaction to the story on a piece
of paper to turn in. The reactions were wonderful insight
into the heads of 9th grade students. Some of the reactions
included:
-”This was an important story to read. I didn’t know that things
like this happen in the world.”
-”Mary is stupid and James is very clever.”
-”Mary is very stupid. Sex is a big deal and something that you
only do with someone very important and special to you.”
-”I’m confused, why would James tell Mary he loves her if he
doesn’t?”

O
ne final story. About two months ago I was walking home from school and ran into two teachers. One of the teachers was
with his girlfriend. The other asked me if the Peace Corps was a religious group.
“No, it’s not,” I said.

“Oh, then why don’t you go after girls here?”
“Because I have a girlfriend on Fogo. She’s another volunteer.” He looked confused, so I added, “and Americans, in general,
don’t have more than one girlfriend. And anyways, if I were going after girls here, my girlfriend would break up with me.”The
teacher that was standing with his girlfriend put his arm around her and said, “She’s one of three.”
So what’s this incredibly long-winded newsletter piece about? It’s about this: when I go into work Monday-Saturday and look
at my students’ faces—some of them innocent, some of them not-so-innocent, some of them playful and smiling, some of them
stern and serious, all of them young, and all of them with a wide-open future ahead of them—I never want to imagine them
as that girl staring at her feet as her boyfriend proudly proclaims, “She’s one of my three pikenas,” or as that girl that has just
been knocked unconscious by her boyfriend (another thing that I’ve seen here). I’m not going to pretend that these things don’t
happen in America or in other countries around the world. They do. I’m not writing this to say that all Cape Verdean men are
unfaithful and abusive. Just like Americans, a lot of them aren’t. I’m writing this to say that the gender roles here aren’t ideal,
and there is a lot that can change for the better.
But how will it change? I’m a believer that change will come when a generation of girls brings about the change. It will take a
generation to say, “No, I’m not going to do the chores unless my brother helps out too.” It will take a generation’s worth of girls
to break up with their boyfriends if they cheat. It will take more and more girls starting to go to the police if they have been a
victim of domestic abuse. It will take patience, it will take sacrifice, it will take determination, it will take drive, it will take resolve, it will take resilience, it will take strength, it will take time, it will take grace. Because what is the other option? To sit back and
hope that someone or something will come along and change everything? Mos! That’s the eternal recipe for things to stay the same.
But on to the big question: when will it change? That, I can’t say. That’s a question only the girls of Cape Verde can answer.
Brett Slezak is a second-year education (TEFL) volunteer in Ribeira Brava, São Nicolau.
You can read more about his life at brettsbigadventure.wordpress.com.
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The Hardest Job
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Scenes from across the
archipelago...

To submit photos for our next issue, please contact Josh Lustig at jlustig2@gmail.com

